STARTER KIT ASSEMBLY

ALL COMPONENTS
TENT ASSEMBLY

STEP 1
ASMABLE THE SKELETON FOR THE TENT

STEP 2
ASMABLE THE TENT AROND THE FRAME
⚠️ BE SURE TO NOTICE THE CROSS MEMBERS ON THE TOP INSIDE OF THE TENT.

ROPE HANGERS

STEP 1
ATTACH THE HOOK END TO THE CROSS MEMBER
SEE ARROW 1

STEP 2
ATTACH THE COOL TUB TO THE TIED RATCHET AND HOOK.
SEE ARROW 2

STEP 3
CAREFULLY HANG THE COOL TUBE.

STEP 4
INSTALL FLANGES USING SCREWS AND FLANGE RINGS
SEE ARROW 3

ODOR CONTROL SYSTEM

STEP 1
INSTALL REAR FLEXIBLE DUCTING TO 4 INCH TOP FLANGE
SEE ARROW 5

STEP 2
SET CARBON FILTER ON FLOOR

STEP 3
SET FAN DUCT FAN ON TOP OF FILTER
SEE ARROW 4
STEP 4
ATTACH DUCTING WITH PIPE CLAMPS AND SELECT AN EXIT POINT FOR THE POWER CORDS

STEP 5
BOTTOM LEFT 4 INCH PORT INSERT INTAKE FAN
SEE ARROW 6
PLEASE NOTE THE HOLES WILL NEED TO BE PUNCHED USING A POINTED SCREWDRIVER WILL WORK

STEP 6
INSTALL INTAKE FAN INSIDE THE TENT AFFIX FINGER GUARDS

STEP 7
RUN LONG BOLTS THROUGH AFFIX AND TIGHTEN FROM THE REAR

STEP 8
RUN CORD THROUGH VENT AREA

COOL TUBE DUCTING

STEP 1
FIX THE SIX INCH TUBING TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT 6 INCH FLANGES

STEP 2
AFFIX THE OTHER END TO THE COOL TUBE.

STEP 3
RUN CORDS OUT OF THE REAR VENT

TEST THE SURGE PROTECTOR TIMER PLUG COMPONENTS INTO THAT TIMER

RAPTOR ODOR CONTROLLER 24 HOUR
INTAKE FAN TIMED WITH LIGHTS
INTERCOOLER ON COOL TUBE AND BALLAST TIMED
AIR PUMPS 24 HOUR

READ NUTRIENT SCHEDULES, TAKE YOUR TIME, AND ENJOY HOME FARMING!